SPECIALTY LIGHTING INC.

SERIES 2140

1825 Galveston Street - Grand Prairie, Texas 75051
Telephone: 972-642-9818 Fax: 972-237-9085

This heavy duty portable work light delivers up to
250,000 candlepower for many jobs requiring very
high intensity illumination such as repair, inspection,
and cleaning. It can be mounted on a telescoping
tripod or on a vehicle or boat for temporary lighting of
construction jobs, fire and accident scenes.

SPECIFICATIONS

FEATURES

Constructed of heavy duty cast aluminum with
tempered glass lens and wire guard. Operates on 12
volts, AC or DC, which satisfies OSHA requirements
for "portable" lighting in moist and/or other
hazardous locations. 120 volt models are also
available.

Lightweight heavy duty housing.
Insulated carry handle.
Sturdy tripod base.
Vertical and horizontal adjustment.
Tempered glass lens and wire guard.
Totally enclosed transformer with twist
lock connection to light. Watertight cord
connection on 120V units.

HOUSING
Cast aluminum. Adjustable locking swivels
permit horizontal and vertical aiming.

YOKE & TRIPOD
Cast aluminum for light weight but greater
strength and corrosion resistance.

SUPPLY CORD
Molded rubber transformer assembly
units have 6 ft. 16/3 SJO primary cord and
50 ft. 14/2 SJO secondary cord.

MODEL NO.

DESCRIPTION

SHIP WT/LBS

2140-1

250,000 candlepower120/12V molded transformer
100 watts

26

2140-501

250,000 candlepower 220/12V molded transformer
100 watts

26

2140-507

Flood bulb - coil cord
3 wire AC plug,
120V, 300 watts

17

TRANSFORMER
120 W, 120V primary. 13V secondary
50.60, 400Hz. Isolated windings, grounded,
encapsulated and totally enclosed in
neoprene.

BULBS
4543 - PAR 56 - sealed beam. 7" Dia.,
250,000 CP., 100W, 12.5V, 9 x 5 beam.
120 PAR 56/WFL 120W, 12V, 50 x 25
beam also available for low voltage models.

DIMENSIONS
9.5" Dia., x 9" depth, 14.0" standing height.

WEIGHT
9 Lbs. - light only. 23 lbs. w/ transformer.

Bulb included with light.
Steel transformer assembly has female connector for
12 volt connection to light - two wire.

